... Creating for Everyone
a Proper Place of Comfort and Dignity
THE OASIS PROJECT
LIGHTING

Every human has a right to have electricity, water, food and warmth.
His proper oasis. Today 1.6 billion people lack electricity, a shame.
How many drink only dirty water? How many need warmth and
shelter? How many are hungry? How many worry about their kids?
To us, to many of us need basics. What can we do? A Solution?
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Therefore we start the Oasis project, and target to give every
human minimal comfort. We can do that through new developINTAKE
ments in plasma reactor technology. A nuclear reactor, designed by
SEA-WATER
M.T. Keshe, a nuclear physicist, is the heart of a special energy/water
supply system, A Oasis unit can create on any spot on Earth water,
current and heat. It is a small omni-functional portable unit that
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can be used in all areas with extreme living conditions and a high
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need of water, current, heating. The low cost longevity Oasis unit
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can be made in all sizes and may include various modular exten- CONTAMINATED
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sions.
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Next to satisfy basic needs a Oasis unit will trigger development of
local economy, agriculture and trade. Access to electricity provides
also access to electronic devices and communication means, which
will facilitate distance education and promote human knowledge.
Small sized Keshe Oasis
units - of the size of a
suitcase - will provide
current, water, light and
warmth in refugee camps,
hospitals and disaster areas.
Organizations like UN, the
Red Cross and NGO’s may
distribute and use Oasis
units. Governments can
include these versatile units
in their proper social and
economic programs and
policy.
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For more information about
Keshe Plasma Reactors, Licensing and the Oasis project:
www.keshetechnologies.com
info@keshetechnologies.com
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